Ivy Officials Deny Capitulation in 1.6 Controversy with NCAA

By STEVE SARSHIK

Spokesmen for the Ivy League denied yesterday that they had compromised or capitulated in their recent dispute with the National Collegiate Athletic Association. Anthony S. Codding, Executive Director of the University, stated that recent statements from NCAA headquarters in Kansas City indicating that all recent statements made by the Ivy League implied that the Ivy League would comply with 1.6 legislation, we are unofficial. We demonstrated conformance with the legislation that the 1.6 provision, Princeton, Pennsylvania's admissions predictive in- terference 'yesterday that the Ivy League would be allowed to traditionally accept the Ivy League po- sition, the winner of the Ivy League basketball race will be allowed to wear the first league crown.

Ivy Title Up for Grabs: Quakers Visit Lions, Cornell

By GUY K. BLYTH

With the Ivy League title on the line, Penn's 1966 basketball team invades New York and Ilinois for crucial cage contests with Columbia and Cornell. A Quaker win over the Lions Saturday afternoon in Houston Hall, the Red and Blue will wear the first league crown since 1953. The Columbia trip will be the 1,400th basketball game for the sport, the Quakers have a record of 899-500 and would wear number 900 coming to town.

"It's going to be tough to do," commented Jack Mc Sherry, President of the Women's Basketball Association. "The little girl was not kidding that it is mainly environment problems that breed in the homes of the girls don't even have time fathers. The girls come sporadically, for more than 20 community- ativities. Such activities.
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Activity Notices

ATHLETE MANAGEMENT BOARD - Important meeting to elect coach of the year, Thursday, Feb. 25, 11 a.m., Room 5, R.L., (right after basketball game). All new managers invited to attend.

CAMPUS LUTHERAN CHAPEL - 3 p.m., Sunday, Confirmation, in Chapel of C.A., Building 3601 Locust Walk.

DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN - All staff members pick up envelopes containing the questionnaires pertaining to the subject assigned to you for the Course Guide as of Monday, Feb. 26, at the D.P. office. Completed reviews are due March 7.

FRESHMAN LACROSSE - Equipment issued today 4 p.m., Student Union.

HILLEL - Hanukkah celebration. Free University: International Students Association will be open today 2-6:00 p.m., room 30, Irvine Auditorium. SCUE’s犀mittee on Undergraduate Education’s Complaint Office will be open today, 2-6:00 p.m., in the Bowl Room.

INTERVARITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP - Meet at Houston Hall today at 7:15 p.m., for the ice skating social. The cost at the rink will be 85c. Shoes can be rented. Refreshments and singing at home afterwards.

IYV CLUB - Fellowship meeting will be held on Saturday, March 5, at an original location. Guests welcome. Call Paul Benson, 2-5225, for information.

KITE AND KEY - Meeting Sunday night at 7:30 p.m., Student Union.

KITE AND KEY - Meeting Sun- day night at 7:30 p.m., Student Union.

PHILOMATHEAN SOCIETY - There will be a meeting of the Society at 7:15 p.m. today in Philosophy Hall, Be- promplo.

PHOTO SOCIETY - Photographic society meeting Sunday night at 7:30 p.m., Room 3 of Houn- ton Hall.

PHILANTHROPIC SOCIETY - There will be a meeting of the Society at 7:15 p.m. today in Philosophy Hall, Be- promplo.

STUDENT JOURNAL ORGANIZA- TION - Study group will meet Monday, 2:00 a.m., at the Hillel Foundation. Topic of discussion will be "The Zion- ism Movement: A Reevalua- tion." Any member of the Society is invited to attend.

CORRECTION: The Student Committee on Undergraduate Edu- cation’s Complaint Office will be open today 2-6:00 p.m., room 30, Irvine Auditorium, SCUE’S犀mittee on Undergraduate Education’s Complaint Office will be open today 2-6:00 p.m., room 30, Irvine Auditorium, SCUE’S犀mittee on Undergraduate Education’s Complaint Office will be open today 2-6:00 p.m., room 30, Irvine Auditorium, SCUE’S犀mittee on Undergraduate Education’s Complaint Office will be open today 2-6:00 p.m., room 30, Irvine Auditorium, SCUE’S犀mittee on Undergraduate Education’s Complaint Office will be open today 2-6:00 p.m., room 30, Irvine Auditorium, SCUE’S犀mittee on Undergraduate Education’s Complaint Office will be open today 2-6:00 p.m., room 30, Irvine Auditorium, SCUE’S犀mittee on Undergraduate Education’s Complaint Office will be open today 2-6:00 p.m., room 30, Irvine Auditorium.
What's Wrong With Discipline?

"In loco parentis" is a phrase that tends to raise the hackles of collegians, largely because it has come to be synonymous with stifling paternalism in women's special regulations. To a certain extent, though, the desire to do away with this kind of paternalism has led to an overzealous attack on all forms of disciplinary action. The result is a self-contradictory position on the part of certain "reformers" who are anxious to do away with formalities and picayune procedures in women's regulations, but who would impose them where they currently do not exist, in the area of disciplinary action.

For it from us to sanction railroadng or any unfair judicial procedure by the Deans, by the Committee on Disciplinary, or anyone else. It is true that those who are demanding a formal system of "accused-accuser" relations in discipline miss the point of the entire disciplinary apparatus. On philosophical grounds, it may be desirable, to some people's way of thinking, to pattern University disciplinary procedures after judicial procedures obtained in courts of law, but to do so would effectively destroy that personality and flexibility in the system which has, over the years, tended with very few exceptions to work to the student's advantage. It is sought to consider all aspects of every case. It is true that the final dispensation to that case, and as a rule this objective has been reached with notable failure to all concerned. There always exists the possibility of human error, of course, and some provision for redress which has proven its worth. It is a case which contains a number of elements which, if not immediately to mind, the student should not be in any position on the rights, but it is to be hoped that discipline could be kept on as informal and personal a student should certainly be advised of his case which comes immediately to mind. The final dispensation to that case, and as a rule the entire apparatus of discipline. The result is a self-contradictory position on the point of "in loco parentis," which has proven its worth -- as in a recent pattern University disciplinary procedures.

On philosophical grounds, it may be desirable to do away with this kind of paternalism. To a certain extent, though, the desire to do away with this kind of paternalism has led to an overzealous attack on all forms of disciplinary action. The result is a self-contradictory position on the part of certain "reformers" who are anxious to do away with formalities and picayune procedures in women's regulations, but who would impose them where they currently do not exist, in the area of disciplinary action.

Letters to the Editor

WHAT'S WRONG WITH PENN?

Scheduling a bitch-in that overlaps the Princeton game by a half hour or so, for one thing.

STEPHEN H. KLITZMAN

LANCE E. LAYER

MARK BIREN

ROBERT J. SLATER

ARTHUR S. SIAPPO

ROBERT H. MORRISON

HOWARD LEVINE

JUDI FRAKEL

STUART FREEMAN

MARTIN JANSON

Photography Editor

Letters to the Editor should be typed double-spaced with 40 words or less, and must be postmarked by a member of the University community. Manuscripts will be handled by Editor, Stephen H. Klitzman, 701 Third Avenue, 11th Floor, New York, New York 10017.
Letters

I started from page 17 the team with an article beforehand (while the Yale men have two pictures and several columns), to show that I think your team is of the same stuff as much as anyone.

To paraphrase one of Mr. Rottenberg's lines, "There are so many distortions and half-truths in Mr. Rottenberg's article that they would easily fill several books." But the most important misstatement we have saved for last, Mr. Rottenberg states, "There appears to be a universal desire among those connected with the swim team to have Campbell replaced, and as soon as possible." More accurately, Mr. Rottenberg, there appears to be a universal desire among those connected with the swim team to defend Mr. Campbell's name from the abuse you have heaped upon it. Let us say only this—not only do we regard Mr. Campbell as a great man and a fine coach, but the only reason we have that some day Penn will rate with the Ivy "big three" in swimming is because of our unbounded confidence in Coach Jim Campbell.

Dave Van Ronk

TONIGHT

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION presents

"THE SHEEP HAS FIVE LEGS"

(French - English Sub. Titls.)

Annenberg Aud.

7:30 p.m.

$1

Members 75¢

WHARTON GRADUATE SCHOOL MIXER

Friday, Feb. 25 8:30 - 1:00

Sheraton Motor Inn

39th & Chestnut

Featuring the High Hats

All refreshments available

Girls Admitted Free

Christian Association Presents....

THE SAVAGE EYE

"Madame's Look Inside Los Angeles"

2nd Floor Auditorium

3601 Locust Walk

Houston Hall Board Brings You...

Quality Professional Talent

Available at a Very Low Cost

Tonight 8:30 Irvine Auditorium

ROBERT FROST ON STAGE

Saturday, 1:00 Bowl Room in Houston Hall

INFORMAL SYMPOSIUM

On The Technical And Interpretive Aspects Of Both Plays

Saturday, 8:30 Irvine Auditorium

DYLAN THOMAS, UNDER MILK WOOD

TICKETS FOR BOTH PERFORMANCES ON SALE AT HOUSTON HALL INFO DESK

ALL SEATS $1.50 AND AT BOX OFFICE

This Saturday, February 26, 8:30 p.m.

JOIN THE UNDERGROUND--a satirical revue, all NEW!!

THE CATACOMBS

Admission 25¢
**The Cinema Scene**

By J. MORROW & R. SWARTZ

We recently made two trips to the Universal-International screening room on Vaux Street to get a peak at what to expect in the way of movie fare in the weeks to come.

The first time we came away smiling and satisfied. The reason: George Axelrod's "Lord Love a Duck" is a bright, lively, and altogether wild concoction of cinematic shenanigans.

The second time we came away considerably less enthusiastic. The reason: "A Patch of Blue" is largely an interesting failure.

There is an explanation for this in terms of the expectations aroused by each film. "Lord Love a Duck" promised nothing more than a catchy title song. But it delivers such notable commodities as Tuesday Weld in her first successful movie role, and Roddy McDowall in one of his most successful ones. The character in question here is named "Mollymuck," a fellow classmate of Miss Weld's at Consolidated High School.

As a sort of combination fairy godfather and sidekick to her luck waitress and Ford a detective who tries to rekindle a childhood romance with the glamorous redhead. Elke Sommer is also fea-

Sidney Poitier befriends a lovely blind girl, Elizabeth Hartman, in the film "A Patch of Blue." Set for a March 2nd opening at the Lone picture also stars Shelley Winters, Miss Hartman has been nominated for an Academy Award for her role in this, her first picture.

"A Patch of Blue" on the other hand, promises nothing more than a catchy title song. But it delivers such notable commodities as Tuesday Weld in her first successful movie role, and Roddy McDowall in one of his most successful ones. The character in question here is named "Mollymuck," a fellow classmate of Miss Weld's at Consolidated High School.

As a sort of combination fairy godfather and sidekick to her luck waitress and Ford a detective who tries to rekindle a childhood romance with the glamorous redhead. Elke Sommer is also fea-

Sidney Poitier at one end of a 90 minute telephone call with his girlfriend playing at the Trans-Lux Theatre. The story of a "Crisis Clinic" and what happens there during one eventful night comes close to being possible.

Glenn Ford and Tita Hayosr are reunited for the first time since "Gilda" in their starring roles in the "Money Trap," at the Balcony Theatre. Miss Hayworth portrays a down-on-her-luck waitress and Leslie Caron clowning in a scene from "Promise Her Anything." Coming to the Trans-Lux soon, Leslie's boyfriend, Warren Beatty, also stars.

Stephen Boyd and Elke Sommer are formally attired as they await the results of the Oscar awards. "The Oscar" now at the Stanley is the story of a Negro, as the racial complications ruin the story, Elizabeth Hartman, as a blind girl in search of love, is quite good, but not wholly deserving of the Academy Award nomination she just received.

It's interesting to note, by the way, that blind blind-girl roles are rather prone to getting their actors the Oscar. Patty Duke got one for "The Miracle Worker" as did Rose Wyman for "Johnny Belinda."
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You’ve Had It!

You’re Chance to Complete
D.P.
Course Guide Questionnaires
Expires Today
Speak Now, or Forever Hold Your Peace!

A button-down in a basket weave.
(Something old, something new.)
This Arrow shirt gives you best of both worlds. (1) A long-pointed collar role in the most authentic tradition. (2) A husky-looking basket weave that updates ordinary oxford. For other interesting features, check the tapered body; back pleat and loop; back collar button. Lots of unusual stripes to choose from. $5.00. You expected to pay more?
Bold New Breed from
—ARROW—

THE ROLE OF THE
STUDENT IN POLICY MAKING”
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
Representatives from
CORNELL, WISCONSIN, ILLINOIS, WESLEYAN (CONN) HAMPTON INST, NSA, DRAKE, PENN, etc.
MONDAY, FEB. 28
ANNENBERG AUDITORIUM 8 PM
WHAT’S WRONG WITH PENN?
Dean Owen, Dean Welch, Dr. Frayd, Dr. Hobbes, Judy Seitz, Chipblock, Bob Gross will Participate
Tues., March 1, 9 PM

M. W. KELLOGG
will answer some important career questions in
Basic and Applied Research
Process Evaluation
Pilot Plant Development
Process and Systems Engineering
Process Equipment Design
Construction

A Kellogg representative will be interviewing on your campus within the next week or two. In considering your career, you will find Kellogg’s diversity hard to match. Now widely varying facilities around the globe are bearing the Kellogg signature. As an international leader, our operations encompass such fields in design and construction as petroleum, chemicals, petrochemicals, cement and pyroprocessing, cryogenics and nuclear energy.

The word “comprehensive” when applied to Kellogg points to the full technical integration from basic research through construction and start-up of the varied industrial process plants.
Kellogg is the ideal spot for the career-minded graduate, because more responsibility and more professional competition push him ahead faster.
To be included on our interviewing schedule, please contact your Placement Office. If you miss our visit, drop a card to Mr. R. L. Stacom.

The M. W. KELLOGG Co.
A Division of Pullman, Inc.
711 Third Ave., New York, New York 10017
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M&F)
**CIC Aids Deprived Children**

*Continued from page 1*

Before I began the project I worried about possible hostility. The opposite is true; they wait for me anxiously every Friday afternoon.

"There is something peculiar about these kids, or maybe I was just not prepared for what I found. They are exuberant and uninhibited. They know no fear. I expected possible apathy, but I found intense desire. I guess it takes these people the years of growing up before they begin to become aesthetic."

Substitute Mother

"I think some of the girls are using me as a substitute mother,"

who participated. These are some of her comments:

"Working with these girls is a rewarding experience. The project gives me a chance to do something I like and at the same time help in the community."

CIC is Great

I asked Innes what she thought of the Community Involvement Council. She replied enthusiastically.

"The idea is great."

"CIC is only a central place for finding out where there is a need. They present you with the opportunities, then they put you on your own."

"I have complete control over the drama project, I do what I want and how I want. I'm not constantly bugged by some chairman about this and that,"

"Innes' evaluation of CIC is a good one, according to director Tom Perloff.

"Really," Perloff told me last week, "we would like to operate so that every worthwhile community project would know that it could approach us to seek volunteer student aid and so that any student inclined to furnish such aid would know that he too could come to us and find the service area that suited him best."

"CIC is involved in so many projects that it sometimes makes my head ache," said Perloff, "but we are involved primarily, to an administrative sense and administration alone is quite a task. We leave the field work to the students interested in each project."

CIC projects range from hospital emergency ward work through psychiatric assistance to legal and prison aid. They are one way that University students are fighting the war on poverty in the Other America.

**NEWSTANDS AND STORES**

**NEXT WEEK:** More about the Community Involvement Council; also, the Human Resources Program, the University's Commitment; Old Age in the Other America; the insurance game,

---

**Pass this difficult and challenging 7-part test and win a free GENIUS button!**

**DIFFICULT AND CHALLENGING 7-PART TEST**

Part 1. Write your name and school.

Part 2. Write your street address.

Part 3. Write the city where you live.

Part 4. Write the state where you live.

Part 5. What year are you in at college?

Part 6. What field do you plan to be a GENIUS in after graduating?

Part 7. Now, cut out and mail the coupon to General Electric, at this address.

**General Electric is passing out GENIUS buttons. What's the point?**

We want to spread the word that there's room at General Electric for talented people who want to take on big challenges.

We like to call these people GENIUSES. But what they're called isn't so important as where they're headed. And at the General Electric Company, there's plenty of room for GENIUSES, no matter what their particular field of interest.

If you want to be recognized for your talents come to General Electric, where the young men are important men.

And be among the first on your campus to own a genuine GENIUS button. It will serve as a reminder that C's... and GENIUS... and important challenges... all go together.

Progress is Our Most Important Product

**GENERAL ELECTRIC**

---

*When you can't afford to be dull, sharpen your wits with NoDoz.*

NoDoz Keep Alert Tablets light up your brain's faculty of mental power. Keep you alert, prevent your mental slumber; sharpen your wits. When mental slumber comes more suddenly and dangerously than when it usually comes, NoDoz in a safe and effective way can sharpen your wits with NoDoz.

SAFE AS COFFEE
On A Season Parting Quickly

By JOHN JAFFE

Having observed Penn basketball now for the fourth year with an eye toward achieving a compromise between partisanship and objectivity, and generally succeeding more at the former than the latter, certain impressions of this year's squad push noticeably into our somewhat circumscribed foreground.

First of all, there was early complete agreement before the season that Penn would be tough, The Quakers' all-Ivy duo, also known to people other than cliché-creating Philadelphia sportswriters as Stan Pawlak and Jeff Neuman, were back for their senior year. Burgess and Hellings, last year's Ivy champions, had put one of the best squads ever to slap down seventeen wins, a good number of which came against top opposition. For all this potential?

Penn fans have also had occasional opportunity to wonder about the coaching strategy. While the new year was seen as the Year of the Horse, it seems that there should be reason to question the effectiveness of the Quakers' lineup. The courtmen's won-loss log shows that such nights have come often.

The hoopsters have also been plagued with the unlikely prospect of one of the tallest teams in the East. Princeton, whose tallest starter is 6'6', has lost two lettermen since last February, but has gained valuable experience.

The Red and Blue will be out to win with much greater confidence this season than last. Burgess, whose desire and hustle make him the best big man in the Ivy League, will be one of the nation's best centers this season. His ability to win on talent alone; it is the team's capacity to utilize the talent that is in question. Only if each Quaker starts at his finest can Pennsylvania's 1966 Quaker fans hope to bring down Newmark and Felshinger on Saturday, we'll have a real good chance,"

But, McCloskey was quick to warn against taking the other half-backs too lightly. He was especially generous to backcourt Greg Morris. "He certainly can jump and shoot," McCloskey warned, "if we get careless, he can really hurt us.

Penn hasn't lost at Columbia since 1959, but, the story is reversed in Blaue where the Quakers face a big fighting back to 1939. This year it will be the Lions who are Penn's biggest challenge.

The Quakers' hard-earned win over Columbia last year in the time of the season when the Lions were 6'7'x33 Newmark who, as an sophomore, 100 rebounds this season.

The Lions risk all this tomorrow and by now are well aware of their biggest challenge of the season. Penn fans are in for a tough game.

To Clinch League Title

Meeting Prior to Columbia Contest

In an effort to keep all one hundred Quaker fans focused on the task at hand, the Lions face a jinx that seems to follow them wherever they go. The Lions are defending national champions of collegiate fencing.

Penn's talent is unquestionably one of the best back-handlers and playmakers around when he's playing well, However, shooting has never been Neuman's claim to fame, and he has been known to force shots when he isn't open, and even attempt drives through three defenders, normally a very difficult act. Shooting percentages bear out that Pavlik in hand and shoulders the best eye on the team, especially from the inside, and Neuman should concentrate a little more on getting the ball to Stan or Hellings, whose desire and hustle make him the best big man in the Ivy League. He has shown himself one of the best squads ever to slap down seventeen wins.

While the coaching strategy. While the coaching strategy.